MULTI PURPOSE PUMPING UNIT

PUMP AND HEATING UNIT

GOES
**APPLICATIONS**

- Coiltubing support unit
- Mobile heating and pumping unit for various fluids
- Used for heating oil, condensate or water on the fly
- Reduces treating time and cost drastically
- Paraffin dispersant in wellbores and pipelines
- Well stimulations including all types of acid treatments
- Well treatments with all types of solvents
- Pump and circulation operations
- Utilized for extreme climates

**FEATURES**

- Truck mounted
- Powered by truck engine or deck engine with various HP ratings
- Various transmissions
- High pressure triplex pump
- Built to European standards (optional)
- CE conformity (optional)
- Remote control for added safety and communication (optional)
- Electrical heating system (optional)
- Over-pressure safety device and emergency shutdown
- Suction manifold suitable for CO₂ service
- Various options for fuel capacity and tanks
- Heavy duty compressor for blowing the pipe line (optional)